Abstract: Topographic depressions have an important role in hydrological processes as they affect the water balance and runoff response of a watershed. Nevertheless, research has focused in detail neither on the effects of acquisition and processing methods nor on the effects of resolution of nationwide grid digital terrain models (DTMs) on topographic depressions or the hydrological impacts of depressions. Here, we quantify the variation of hydrological depression variables between DTMs with different acquisition methods, processing methods and grid sizes based on nationwide 25 m × 25 m and 10 m × 10 m DTMs and 2 m × 2 m ALS-DTM in Finland. The variables considered are the mean depth of the depression, the number of its pixels, and its area and volume. Shallow and single-pixel depressions and the effect of mean filtering on ALS-DTM were also studied. Quantitative methods and error models were employed. In our study, the depression variables were dependent on the scale, area and acquisition method. When the depths of depression pixels were compared with the most accurate DTM, the maximum errors were
Introduction
Spatial information is widely used in fluvial applications, the potential of which is increasing owing to technological advances in topographic data acquisition. Laser scanning in particular has enabled more accurate data gathering with decreased horizontal and vertical error and better availability of detailed spatial data. For example, airborne laser scanning (ALS) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , ALS systems for bathymetric measurements [6] , fixed-position terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) and mobile laser scanning (MLS), such as boat-and cart-based mobile mapping systems (BoMMS/CartMMS) [7, 8] , have shown new potential in fluvial research.
The acquisition method [9] [10] [11] [12] and data processing method, such as grid size resampling [13, 14] , of the elevation dataset impact on the accuracy of represented terrain derivatives. Furthermore, horizontal [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and vertical accuracy [10, 17] , terrain relief [13] , algorithms used for terrain derivative delineation and data structure affect the accuracy of a digital terrain model (DTM) [10] . Grid DTMs, which store elevation values in a regular matrix of pixels, are commonly used in hydrologic analyses. The resolution, acquisition method and processing methods of a grid mainly determine its error as a level of accuracy. The effects of the acquisition method and grid size of a DTM on hydrologically interesting terrain derivatives, such as river network and watershed representation, slope and aspect, specific catchment areas and CTI-values (Compound Topographic Index), have been studied [10] [11] [12] 18] . Additionally, the impact of vertical errors of DTMs on terrain derivatives has been examined [10, 17] as well as the impact of DTMs on hydrologic modelling [15, 16, 19] and flood simulation [3, 14, 18] . The suitability of a DTM for terrain analysis has also been examined. For example, Oksanen [20] focused on developing a three-step framework for exploring the suitability of a DEM for terrain analyses; visualisation tools for detecting morphological gross errors [21] , exploratory spatial analysis of DTM error [22] and DEM error propagation analysis [23, 24] . The last-mentioned step focused on the results of error propagation analysis of slope, aspect and drainage basin delineation.
Because topographic depressions have an important role in hydrological processes as they affect the water balance and runoff response of a watershed [25] , they are used in flood risk management. Nevertheless, research has not focused in detail on the effects of acquisition and processing methods and resolution of a grid DTM on topographic depressions or the hydrological impacts of depressions. Few studies have considered the effect of DTM grid size resampling on geometric attributes of depressions [25] [26] [27] . To be more precise, Zandbergen [26] resampled 6 m grid size laser scanning based DTM, Abedini et al. [25] resampled 3 mm grid size laser scanning based DTMs covering 15 runoff plots, and Yang and Chu [27] resampled 5 mm grid size small laboratory surfaces and field plots based on laser scanning and also watershed surfaces based on 30 m USGS-DTMs (U.S. Geological Survey). Special attention has been paid to the total volume of depressions [13, [28] [29] [30] . Research has also been performed on the effects of DTM grid size and the effects of a grid matrix placement in relation to terrain on spurious depressions in DTMs [31] and also the effects of DTM vertical error on depressions [32] . Furthermore, the potential of high-resolution DTMs to represent linear anthropogenic features, such as depressions, and the use of these for more accurate flow pattern modelling in human modified landscapes [4] has been examined. Additionally, research concerning the effects of depressions on hydrologic models [5] , the effects of the terrain slope [33] , the effects of surface roughness [34, 35] on depressions and also the impacts of grid size on hydrologic connectivity has been performed.
There have been no studies, as far as the authors are aware, concerning the characteristics of nationwide DTMs in topographic depression detection. Recently, many countries have conducted nationwide ALS surveys, principally for DTM purposes (e.g., the Netherlands, Switzerland, Denmark, Finland, Sweden, Austria, Germany and the USA). For example, Denmark produced a digital elevation model in 2006 and 2007 with national average point accuracy of 5.9 cm and point density of 1.6 m [36] , and Sweden's new national elevation model will be available by 2015 and will have 2 m grid spacing with mean vertical error of 0.5 m or less [37] . The National Land Survey of Finland (NLS) began to gather new ALS-DTM data in 2008 that are planned to cover the whole country by 2019 [38] . Initially, the collection concentrated on flood-prone areas. After the scanning of spring 2013, the total coverage was approximately 235,000 km 2 [39] . Thus, there is a growing need for better knowledge of the suitability of nationwide elevation datasets for different study fields. All in all, detailed comparison between accessible nationwide ALS-DTMs with different grid sizes and DTMs that represent more conventional acquisition methods, such as photogrammetric methods, is needed.
The objective of this study is to quantify the variation of hydrological depression variables between nationwide DTMs with different acquisition methods, processing methods and grid sizes. Our depression detection is based on nationwide 25 m × 25 m and 10 m × 10 m DTMs and 2 m × 2 m ALS-DTM produced by NLS of Finland. The depression variables considered are the mean depth of the depression, the number of its pixels, and its area and volume. Furthermore, shallow and single-pixel depressions are examined and also the effect of mean filtering on high-resolution ALS-DTM. The results are compared with both field reference VRS-GNSS data (Virtual Reference Stations, Global Navigation Satellite Systems) and the most accurate DTM verified with the aforementioned field reference. Moreover, the differences of depression pixel depths in relation to the most accurate DTM are determined and the effect of resolution on the detention areas for flooding is evaluated.
Background
Topographic depressions are part of a large framework of flood protection to control water movement in a specific time scale (Figure 1 ). These effects cause changes in the shape and size of hydrographs, runoff volume and time [5, 25, 40] . Thus, the aforementioned influences are brought about by changes in water detention and direct surface runoff and are mainly achieved by adding, storing and restoring detention and absorption areas for water on a watershed scale. Topographic depressions in the field (left) and in a grid digital terrain model (DTM) (middle and right). Depressions can be simple or complex. Simple depressions have one pour point (PP) and complex ones have more than one pour point of which one is the actual pour point (APP) and the others are shared pour points (SPP) [40] .
Topographic depression is defined as local minima of elevation values that have no downslope flow paths [41] (Figure 1 ). Consequently, depressions are removed from a grid DTM prior to hydrologic analyses that are based on automated simulation of surface runoff [41] [42] [43] . These analyses require hydrologically connected flow networks, in which the flow to the actual pour point of the watershed is not prevented.
There are two main conventions in depression preprocessing [44] . In the first one, depressions in DTMs are real landscape features, and thus, methods do not modify them. According to the second convention, depressions are spurious features caused by errors in DTM. These can be divided into methods that process the whole DTM and methods that process only the problematic areas. These methods that process only specific areas are commonly used in hydrology, and comprise filling, breaching and combination methods ( Figure 2 ) [42] . For example, Jenson and Domingue [41] developed a filling method that is now implemented widely in commercial software products [1] , whereas several studies [1, 45, 46] have developed filling methods that are more suitable for large data processing than the aforementioned method. A breaching method known as the phenomenon-based approach, in which main flow paths are formed, was developed by Rieger [47] . These flow paths form continuous paths from the deepest part of a depression to the actual pour point of the area studied ( Figure 2) . A combination method called the Impact Reduction Approach (IRA) was developed by Lindsay and Creed [48] . This method selects either the filling or the breaching method based on the impact factor (IF) that indicates the amount of change in a DTM necessary for hydrologic correction of the area processed. The method requiring the smallest change is chosen. Depressions in a DTM are a combination of spurious and real terrain features. The separation of these depression types is essential because of the impacts of real topographic depressions on environmental processes such as watershed hydrology [49] . The development of a depression classifier as a selective removal method is emphasised in low and smooth terrain, when accurate ALS-models are used in which vertical error is near to the elevation differences of neighbouring pixels [26] or when DTMs are used whose grid sizes are too large for detailed topography representation [31] . The availability of more accurate DTMs that contain large amounts of depressions owed to LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) technology also underlines the need for a classifier. For example, Liu and Wang [2] classified modelled depressions from high-resolution ALS-DTM based on their spatial variables. Zandbergen [32] focused on the effects of vertical accuracies of DTMs on the probability of modelled depressions being actual landscape features. Lindsay and Creed [49] represented five approaches for distinguishing real and spurious depressions from DTMs: ground inspection, examination of source data, classification, and knowledge-based and modelling approaches.
Study Areas
Our study areas are the Lehmäjoki River (166 km 2 ), the Nenättömänluoma River (107 km 2 ) and the upper reaches of the Kainastonjoki River (87 km 2 ) whose watersheds are sub-basin areas (SBAs) of the Kyrönjoki River watershed (Figure 3 ). The Kyrönjoki River watershed is located in the western part of Finland and its main river bed drains into the Gulf of Bothnia. It mainly drains on a relatively flat terrain, if the slopes of the three main tributaries of the Jalasjoki, Kauhajoki and Seinäjoki Rivers are greater than the very gentle slopes of the main river bed [50] . The catchment area is 4923 km 2 in size and the proportion of lakes is small (1.23%). The principles of flood risk management were applied to this flood-prone watershed in the 1960s. Consequently, extensive flood protection initiatives were executed. Also, flood risks have been evaluated and the significant flood risk areas are listed by the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry [51] . Two of these are situated in the Kyrönjoki River watershed.
In this study, the watersheds were delineated by using techniques that involve the integration of a specified vector hydrography layer [52] , in which the stream network produced by the Finnish Environment Institute was used. This stream network was added to the DTM by subtracting elevation values of the river network from the unprocessed DTM. Thus, the pixels of the river network were lowered. The flow directions, flow accumulation values, pour points and watersheds were delineated to this processed DTM; additionally, the unprocessed DTM was cut by a watershed polygon. 
Materials and Methods

Field Survey Data
Field data were collected to provide reference data for the accuracy delineation of the DTMs. We gathered 10,022 reference points from depressions in the Lehmäjoki River SBA with VRS-GNSS with average horizontal standard deviation of 0.023 m and average vertical standard deviation of 0.04 m. The satisfactory measure of DOP-value (Dilution of Precision) as PDOP-value (Position Dilution of Precision) of gathered points was set at ≤5. PDOP is a figure that expresses the relationship between the error of GPS position and the error of satellite position. Thus, it illustrates the positional measurement accuracy and the smaller the value the more accurate the point gathered.
Laser Scanning Data
Recently, several countries have performed nationwide ALS surveys primary for DTM purposes. In our study, ALS-DTM with 2 m grid size was used (Figure 4 ). This DTM is based on the ALS point cloud that covers terrain with at least 0. 
Conventional Nationwide DTMs
Nationwide 25 m × 25 m and 10 m × 10 m grid DTMs (later DTM10 and DTM25) produced by NLS of Finland were used in this study (Figure 4) . The elevation values of DTM25 are based on the elevation data and water elements of the topographic database; in other words, on digitised and interpolated contour lines of base maps of the 1990s. The vertical accuracy of DTM25 is 1.76 m referenced to the national reference points of elevation [55, 56] . DTM10 has been produced since 2001 along with the update and maintenance of the topographic database. In the aforementioned updating process, water heights and shorelines, heights digitized in stereo workstations, heights of water elements and other known elevation heights are added and data points of contour lines are checked [55, 56] . The vertical error of DTM10 is 1.4 m (95% of cases and 2 m 99% of cases) [57] . processed before analysis with the filling algorithm and the original DTMs were subtracted from the processed DTMs. In this process, the depression pixels and their depths were delineated. The depression pixels were selected and converted to polygons, for which the depression variables were computed based on the processed DTMs.
Input Data Processing
In this study, ALS-DTM2 was resampled to 10 m × 10 m and 25 m × 25 m DTMs (later ALS-DTM10 and ALS-DTM25) by using nearest-neighbour method. This method is commonly applied in studies that concentrate on the impacts of different grid sizes of DTMs on terrain variables [26] . Method delineates new elevation values to output data without changing input elevations in any other way. The changes in elevation values results from the resolution changes made. Thus, it was possible to compare DTMs that represent the same grid size but different acquisition and processing methods. Furthermore, the idea was to find alternatives to the high-resolution DTMs used in studies that require high accuracy with DTMs that are faster to process. In our study, it was stated that the high-resolution DTMs are used instead of DTMs with smaller representative accuracy but the same grid and data sizes because of the growing availability of high-resolution ALS-DTMs. Furthermore, the ALS-DTM2 was filtered with mean filter (later ALS-DTM2 F) to delineate whether the representation of depressions changed essentially from a flood risk perspective and if the number of small-in-volume depressions and data sizes decreased. Consequently, this study was based on two elevation model groups and three pairs of DTMs ( Figure 4 ). Nevertheless, all DTMs were studied crosswise in statistical methods and some tables and figures summarise all DTMs studied.
DTMs were processed with the depression filling algorithm developed by Wang and Liu [1] (Table 1 ). This algorithm processes the grid from the edge areas to the inner parts by using the least-cost search technique and raising the original elevation of a pixel (Elevation(n)) to its spill elevation (Spill(c)) when needed. Spill elevation is the smallest elevation value to which the elevation value of processed pixel needs to be raised in order for water to flow from the processed pixel to the actual pour point of a grid. The pixel processing order is based on least-cost search-algorithm, which selects the direction of propagation based on the smallest spill elevation value. Thus, the depression-less flow path follows the spill elevations which become smaller towards the lower reaches. The algorithm was chosen because of its small memory requirements and time complexity for large high-resolution ALS-DTMs. A selection between filling algorithms was not essential because of the parallel results among available filling algorithms, as also mentioned by Dhun [4] . Function .push adds new nodes to the queue, .top finds the least-cost nodes and .pop removes least-cost nodes from the queue. The array is declared as CLOSED and it marks the pixels that are processed as the central pixels and removed from the OPEN queue.
Statistical Methods
The variation of depression variables in DTMs was examined both within and between SBAs using descriptive statistics and statistical techniques. Descriptive statistics were mean, median and mode as measures of central tendency, and standard deviation, minimum, maximum and percentiles as measures of dispersion. The statistical techniques were parametric Levene's test and independent samples t-test, and also nonparametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, Mann-Whitney U test and Kruskal-Wallis test. The variables considered were mean depth of depression, and its number of pixels, area and volume.
The research between SBAs focused on finding reasons for region dependency of depression variables, while the research within SBAs was based on scale and acquisition method dependency. In this study, parametric and non-parametric statistical techniques were used in parallel, as the fulfilment of the assumptions of the parametric tests varied. In cases in which the aforementioned results differed, the most probable result was considered.
Error Models
The elevation differences between gathered field reference data and DTMs were discovered by digital elevation models of difference (DoD). These were made by subtracting elevation values of DTMs from the elevation values of reference data points by using corresponding elevation values from DTMs. Minimum, maximum and mean errors, standard deviations and root mean squared errors (RMSEs) were calculated to describe the accuracy of DTMs in representing depressions. We also applied the Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient (NSE) to the predictive accuracy of a DTM performance compared with field reference data (Equation (1)):
where , is the ith surveyed elevation; , is the ith modelled elevation; is the mean surveyed elevation; and n is the total number of observations [58, 59] . NSE ranges between −∞ and 1.0, in which NSEs from 0.0 to 1.0 are acceptable levels of performance, NSE 1.0 is the optimum and NSE < 0.0 means unacceptable performance in which the mean value of surveyed data is a better predictor than the simulated values. It has been applied in hydrologic and hydraulic simulations [58, 59] , but it has also been used to describe the predictive accuracy of other models, like suspended sediment and morphodynamic models [60, 61] .
After the above-mentioned statistics were established, the depths of depression pixels were compared with the most accurate DTM with error models in which depth errors were examined as matrix of absolute values. The error values were calculated by subtracting depression pixel values of DTMs studied and converting errors to absolute values. The dispersions of these error values, the maximum and mean errors, standard deviations and surface area of error in SBAs were delineated.
Detention Area Survey
The threshold value for depression volume was delineated to 6000 m 3 based on the example presented in the general plan for flood risk management of the municipality of Ilmajoki ( Figure 3 ) [62] . Preconditions were also set for the location, according to which the depressions located on acceptable land use classes and at a range of 500 m from the stream channel were accepted. The selection between land use classes was based on CORINE Land Cover, in which all but artificial areas were accepted.
This survey was performed on depressions from which the river network was cut off. On the whole, the detention area survey performed exemplified the spatial distribution of the error within SBAs.
Results
Accuracy Assessment of Depressions in DTMs Used
In our study, ALS-DTM2 was the most accurate DTM compared with reference data with RMSEs ranging from 0.176 to 0.406 m ( Table 2) Figure 5 ). ALS-DTM2 F was the next most accurate and DTM25 was the least accurate DTM. NSEs of DTM25 are viewed as unacceptable performance [59] . DTM10 and ALS-DTM25 also had large RMSE values (0.728-1.698 m), unacceptable NSE values ((−0.844)-0.48) and R 2 values ranged from 0.100 to 0.670. Only ALS-DTM2, ALS-DTM2 F and ALS-DTM10 had NSEs that were considered as acceptable; in addition, ALS-DTM25 in reference area G had an acceptable performance value of 0.51. The absolute mean errors were also calculated in order to delineate the mean amount of the depth error (Table 2 ). 
Depression Variables in DTMs Studied
The total area of depressions, total number of depression pixels, area of depressions per km 2 and depression area in relation to the total surface area of SBA decreased with increasing grid size in both DTM groups (Tables 4 and 5 ). In the group of NLS grid DTMs, the number of depressions was the smallest in DTM10 and the largest in ALS-DTM2. Thus, depressions per km 2 and number of depressions per one pixel of SBA were smallest in DTM10. In the group of ALS-DTMs, the amount of depressions per one pixel of SBA increased owing to resampling process, whereas the number of depressions decreased with increasing grid size.
There were a large number of small depressions in terms of both area and volume in DTMs studied. Depressions were the deepest in DTM25 and ALS-DTM25 (Table 6 ). Median and mode of depression volume were also the largest in DTM25 in the group of NLS grid DTMs, whereas volume, area and mean depth of depressions were the smallest and the shallowest in ALS-DTM2 (Table 6 ). Conversely, the measures of the central tendency of the depression area and the pixel number in a depression were largest in DTM10. In the group of ALS-DTMs, the mean depths (medians 0.02-0.12 m), volumes (medians 0.11-91.25 m ) of depressions increased with grid size. Single-pixel depressions were predominant in DTMs studied. The relative number of these mainly increased with grid size (46.3%-79.8%), whereas the absolute number of single-pixel depressions mainly decreased in both DTM groups with increasing grid size (Table 4 ). Yet, single-pixel depressions were small in volume, the ratio of the total volume of single-pixel depressions to the total volume of depressions increased (0.4%-22.3%) mainly with grid size in the group of ALS-DTMs (Appendix 1). In the group of NLS grid DTMs, the DTM10 departed from the aforementioned trends with a relatively small number of single-pixel depressions (10.6%-17.9%) and their volumes (0.002%-0.02%).
Shallow depressions (mean depth ≤0.3 m) were great in number. The absolute number of shallow depression pixels decreased with increasing grid size in both DTM groups (Table 4) . Furthermore, the mean depth (medians 0.02-0.10 m) and median volume (0.11-63.12 m 3 ) of depressions increased with grid size (Appendix 2). In the group of NLS grid DTMs, the absolute number of shallow depressions was smallest in DTM10 (Table 4) . Furthermore, the ratio of the number of shallow depressions to the total number of depressions (92.3%-93.9%) and their area to the total depression area (44.1%-57.5%) was smallest in DTM10. These depressions were nevertheless largest in area (medians 750-1500 m 2 ) (Appendix 2). The proportion of the total volume (36.7%-89.1%) and the total area (77.6%-97.5%) of shallow depressions to the total depression volume and total area were largest in DTM25, however. In the group of ALS-DTMs, the total surface areas of the shallow depressions decreased with increasing grid size. The volumes (medians 0.11-63.12 m ) and mean depths (medians 0.02-0.08 m) of depressions also followed this negative trend (Table 4 , Appendix 2). The total volume of shallow depressions was largest in ALS-DTM10 and smallest in ALS-DTM25 (Table 4) . Moreover, the proportion of the number of shallow depressions to the total number of depressions (76.0%-99.9%) and their area to the total area of depressions (46.0%-84.0%) decreased with increasing grid size. The number of all depression types, their total volumes and total areas decreased when ALS-DTM2 was filtered (Table 4 ). The largest filtering effect focused on the number of depressions as the filtered ALS-DTM2 included 30%-35% of the total depression number, 74%-80% of the total depression area and 87%-92% of total depression volume of ALS-DTM2. Furthermore, the area and number of depressions per km 2 and also depressions per one pixel of SBA decreased owing to filtering ( Table 5 ). The mean filter reduced the measures of central tendency of depression mean depth; whereas the effect on depression volume, area and number of pixels forming depressions was mainly the reverse (Table 6 ). The filtering method reduced the measures of central tendency of the mean depth (medians from 0.02 to 0.01 m) of shallow depressions, whereas the measures of depression area increased (medians from 4 to 12 m 2 ). The ratio of the total volume of shallow and single-pixel depressions to the total depression volume and the ratio of the total area of shallow and single-pixel depressions to the total area of depressions decreased owing to filtering (Table 4) , depression area in relation to the total surface area of SBA and depressions per one pixel of SBA were mainly larger in ALS-DTM10 than in DTM10 (Tables 4 and 5 ). Depressions were also deeper, in regards to measures of central tendency, in ALS-DTM10 (means 0.14-0.17 m) than in DTM10 (means 0.06-0.11 m), whereas DTM10 represented depressions larger in volume and area than ALS-DTM10 (Table 6 ). The total area and volume of shallow and single-pixel depressions were mainly larger in ALS-DTM10 than in DTM10 (Table 4) . Furthermore, the proportion of the total volume of the single-pixel and shallow depressions to the total volume of all depressions and also the proportion of the total area of aforementioned depressions to the total area of all depressions were mainly larger in ALS-DTM10 (17%-36%; 65%-75%) than in DTM10 (16%-21%; 44%-58%) ( Table 4 ). The shallow depressions in the ALS-DTM10 were smaller in area (medians 100 m The ALS-DTM25 included a larger number of all depression types studied than DTM25; in addition, the total number of depression pixels, total volumes and areas of depressions were larger ( Table 4) . The number and area of depressions per km 2 were also larger in ALS-DTM25 than in DTM25 (Table 5) . Also, depression area in relation to the total surface area of SBA (5.8%-13.8%) and the number of depressions per one pixel of the studied watershed (0.03-0.04/km 2 ) were larger in ALS-DTM25 than in DTM25 (2.3%-8.3%; 0.007-0.02/km 2 ) ( Table 5 ). The differences between DTM25 and ALS-DTM25 depression variables were small (Table 6 ). In the ALS-DTM25, the depressions were mainly larger, regarding their mean and median depth (medians 0.1 m) and volume (medians 81-91 m 3 ), than in DTM25 (0.1 m; 63 m 3 ) when the standard deviations (SDEs), maximum values of variables and percentiles were taken into account. Furthermore, mean depth, pixel number in a depression, volume and area of shallow depressions were parallel, although the depressions were slightly larger in volume, area and mean depth in DTM25 (Appendix 2). The total volume and area of the single-pixel depressions were larger in ALS-DTM25 than in DTM25 (Appendix 1). Additionally, the relative number of single-pixel depressions to the total area and volume of all depressions were larger in ALS-DTM25 (17%-41%; 8%-22%) than in DTM25 (16%-27%; 7%-17%). The studied depression variables of single-pixel depressions were parallel in DTM25 and ALS-DTM25 when the standard deviations were taken into account. 
Statistical Methods
The statistical distributions of depression variables diverged between corresponding DTMs of SBAs. This variation was statistically significant (p < 0.05) in the majority of variables (Tables 7 and 8 ). ,argest similarities were found in volumes of DTM10 and DTM25. Furthermore, the distribution of depression variables within SBA varied with grid size, acquisition method and processing method of a grid DTM (p < 0.05) with some similarities.
Some particular statistical characteristics were found: (1) the distributions of depression variables diverged statistically from ALS-DTM2 within areas. Thus, the statistical variation of depression variables between ALS-DTM2 and ALS-DTM2 F was statistically significant (p < 0.001); (2) The statistical distributions of depression variables differed (p < 0.001) between DTM10 and ALS-DTM10 within areas; (3) The amount of statistical similarity was greatest between DTM25 and ALS-DTM25. Table 7 . Kruskal-Wallis test results, when the similarities of distributions of the depression variables were studied (a) within SBAs (b) between SBAs. The confidence level was set to 95%. According to the results the difference of distributions are statistically significant (p < 0.001), with some exceptions. 
(a) Trend ALS-DTM2 ALS-DTM2 F DTM10 DTM25 ALS-DTM10 ALS-DTM25
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(b) Trend ALS-DTM2 ALS-DTM2 F DTM10 DTM25 ALS-DTM10 ALS-DTM25 Depression volume (upper part) and area (lower part) in Kainastonjoki River
ALS-DTM2
X/*** **/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ALS-DTM2 F ***/*** **/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** DTM10 ***/*** ***/*** **/*** **/*** */*** DTM25 ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ALS-DTM10 ***/*** ***/*** ***/* ***/*** X/X ALS-DTM25 ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** **/*** Depression mean depth (upper part) and pixels per depression (lower part) in Kainastonjoki River SBA ALS-DTM2 ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ALS-DTM2 F -/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** DTM10 -/*** -/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/X DTM25 -/*** -/*** -/*** ***/*** ***/*** ALS-DTM10 -/*** -/*** -/*** -/*** ***/*** ALS-DTM25 -/*** -/*** -/*** -/*** -/*** Depression volume (upper part) and area (lower part) in Lehmäjoki River SBA ALS-DTM2 */*** ***/*** ***/*** **/*** ***/*** ALS-DTM2 F ***/*** ***/*** **/*** **/*** ***/*** DTM10 ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** */*** DTM25 ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** */*** ***/*** ALS-DTM10 ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** X/*** ALS-DTM25 ***/*** ***/*** ***/X ***/*** X/*** Depression mean depth (upper part) and pixels per depression (lower part) in Lehmäjoki River SBA ALS-DTM2 ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ALS-DTM2 F -/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** DTM10 -/*** -/*** ***/*** **/*** ***/*** DTM25 -/*** -/*** -/*** ***/*** ***/*** ALS-DTM10 -/*** -/*** -/*** -/*** ***/* ALS-DTM25 -/*** -/*** -/*** -/*** -/*** Depression volume (upper part) and area (lower part) in Nenättömänluoma River SBA ALS-DTM2 */*** **/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ALS-DTM2 F ***/*** **/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** DTM10 ***/*** ***/*** **/*** **/*** **/X DTM25 ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** X/*** ***/*** ALS-DTM10 ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** **/X ALS-DTM25 ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** X/*** Depression mean depth (upper part) and pixels per depression (lower part) in Nenättömänluoma River SBA ALS-DTM2 ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ALS-DTM2 F -/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** ***/*** DTM10 -/*** -/*** ***/*** X/*** ***/*** DTM25 -/*** -/*** -/*** ***/*** ***/*** ALS-DTM10 -/*** -/*** -/*** -/*** ***/*** ALS-DTM25 -/*** -/*** -/*** -/X -/*** Notes: The pairs of DTMs represented by green backgrounds fulfilled the hypothesis of same variances; otherwise, pairs with a red background did not fulfil this hypothesis with 95% confidence value. Red fonts represent pairs that obeyed normal distribution after logarithmic transformation, although non-normal distributions can be dismissed based on central limit theorem in cases where the hypotheses of same variances were fulfilled. Thus, boxes with a red background are read from the right side of the backslash (non-parametric tests) and boxes with a green background are read from the left side (parametric tests). Pixels per depression represent the ordinal scale, and thus only the non-parametric tests were applied. Here *** represents statistically highly significant difference (p < 0.001); ** significant difference (p < 0.01); and * almost significant difference (p ≤ 0.05).
Error Models
A substantial amount of depth error was small in relation to ALS-DTM2 as reference data and also in relation to the vertical errors of the DTMs studied. Thus, the maximum values of errors represented the largest differences between DTMs (Table 9, Figure 6 ). ALS-DTM10 and ALS-DTM25 had a smaller maximum of errors than DTM10 and DTM25, whereas the filtered ALS-DTM2 had the smallest maximum error values. The maximum errors of ALS-DTMs increased with grid size.
The surface area of studied SBA containing depth error improved the idea about the characteristics of depth error in DTMs ( Table 9 ). The relative proportions of the error surface area increased with grid size in both DTM groups. The filtered ALS-DTM2 included the smallest error surface area (14%-21%). ALS-DTM10 contained a smaller proportion of error area (36%-56%) than DTM10 (48%-63%), whereas the surface areas of error were parallel in DTM25 and ALS-DTM25. Figure 6 . The distributions of depth error in (a) Kainastonjoki and (b) Nenättömänluoma River SBAs. In ALS-DTMs, the surge of depth error occurred at higher percentage points than in NLS grid DTMs.
On the whole, the amount of depth error varied uniquely with depression. Figure 7 represents typical characteristics of specific DTMs to describe depressions and also illustrates the formation of depth error. 
Survey of Detention Areas for Water
There were differences between locations, total numbers and total volumes of depressions that met the criteria set in Section 4.7 (Figures 8 and 9 ). The total number of depressions ranged from 7 to 46 and total volume ranged from 1.39 to 3.97 million m 3 between DTMs studied. When the above-mentioned depression variables were compared with the depressions represented in ALS-DTM2, both the DTM25 and ALS-DTM10 varied most from the reference data (Figures 8 and 9) . Furthermore, the difference in ALS-DTM2 F, DTM10 and ALS-DTM25 was the smallest.
When the DTMs were studied in more detail some observations were possible: (1) the difference between filtered ALS-DTM and ALS-DTM2 was the smallest with 84% equivalence in total depression number and 96% in total volumes. Filtered ALS-DTM2 was the only DTM that represented all of the largest depressions represented in reference DTM; (2) The difference of depression variables in relation to reference DTM was larger in ALS-DTM10 than in DTM10. ALS-DTM10 represented only 39% of the total depression number and 50% of the total depression volume in relation to the depressions in DTM10; (3) DTM25 differed more from the reference DTM than ALS-DTM25. DTM25 represented 27% of the total depression number and 38% of the total depression volume in relation to the depressions in ALS-DTM25; (4) ALS-DTM25 generalised the terrain representation of ALS-DTM2 as expected, although the ALS-DTM10 was an intermediate form that was lacking some of the information represented in ALS-DTM25. 
Discussion
The Accuracy of DTMs for Representing Terrain
In our study, ALS-DTM2 was the most accurate DTM used in relation to reference data and also was most successful in terms of terrain representation. ALS-DTMs represented terrain more accurately than nationwide NLS grid DTMs, and also the accuracy of a DTM to represent terrain decreased with increasing grid size in both DTM groups studied. This finding is supported by earlier studies [3, 55, 66] which assert that the nationwide 25 m × 25 m and 10 m × 10 m NLS grid DTMs do not meet all the modern requirements for representation accuracy. These findings are supported by Oksanen [20] according to whom an increase in the DTM vertical error will increase the error in surface derivatives such as slope, aspect and watershed delineation in fine toposcale elevation datasets that are typically represented in a 5-50 m grid and derived from contour data.
The Variation of the Hydrological Depression Variables
In our study, acquisition method, processing method and grid size of DTMs affected both the location and the hydrological variables of depressions. Furthermore, the variables studied were dependent on the scale and acquisition method of the DTM and also the area studied. This finding is supported by Chu et al. and colleagues [13, [25] [26] [27] concerning the area and scale dependency of depression variables. In our study, the depression variables also showed more regularity in the group of ALS-DTMs in which DTMs based on the same acquisition method were resampled than in the group of NLS grid DTMs based on different acquisition and processing methods. Similar results can be also found in earlier studies [10, 18] .
The number of all depressions and depression pixels decreased with increasing grid size in the group of ALS-DTMs. For example, Abedini et al. and colleagues [25] [26] [27] 33] obtained parallel results in relation to the depression number. In our study, both the shallow and the single-pixel depressions also followed this negative trend in the group of ALS-DTMs. Furthermore, the number of depression pixels followed the aforementioned negative trend in the group of NLS grid DTMs. These observed regularities can mainly be explained by the accurate representation of terrain microtopography in the high-resolution DTMs and the generalisation of this representation with growing grid size [1, 26] . In addition, the number of pixels for a given area decreases by a power of two with increasing grid size [31] and consequently explains our findings.
The total areas of depressions followed a decreasing trend with increasing grid size in both DTM groups. This finding can be explained by the changes of both small-in-size and artificial depressions with increasing grid size [26] . The occurrence of small depressions is substantial in high-resolution DTMs. The absolute numbers of small depressions decreases with increasing grid size, because larger grid sizes do not enable the representation of small depressions in the same way as DTMs with smaller grid sizes. Additionally, the vertical accuracy of high-resolution DTM approaches the height difference between neighbouring pixels, resulting in small depressions. This hypothesis needs to be separated from the observation made in our study that DTM25 and ALS-DTM25 included the highest relative numbers of single-pixel depressions. These findings can be partly explained by the squaring of the pixel number with increasing grid size [31] and the fact that the grid size of a DTM affects the accuracy of its terrain representation [26] . Thus, the results of our study parallel those of Zandbergen [26] , but diverge from those of Abedini et al. [25] and partly diverge from those of Chu et al. [13] and also Yang and Chu [27] . According to Abedini et al. [25] , the total areas of depressions (%) follow an increasing trend with grid size in a group of laser scanning based DTMs. According to Yang and Chu [27] , the total areas of depressions followed decreasing trend with grid size in laser scanning based laboratory and field plot surfaces. Whereas, resampled 30 m USGS-DEM followed increasing trend with grid size. According to Chu et al. [13] , depression area (m 2 ) is area-dependent. In our study, total areas of depressions varied between SBAs maintaining the trends aforementioned.
In our study, the regional dependency of the depression total volumes was highlighted. This variable did not follow any clear trend between SBAs. Our results are parallel with that of Chu et al. [13] , in that the regional dependency is influenced by the microtopography of the SBA and also the acquisition method and grid size of the DTM. The results of our study were different from those of earlier studies [25] [26] [27] [28] 67] . Only the volumes of nationwide NLS grid DTMs in Kainastonjoki and Nenättömänluoma River SBAs followed the decreasing trend with increasing grid size presented by earlier studies [26, [28] [29] [30] . The generalisation of the terrain representation with increasing grid size is mentioned as the main reason for this negative trend. Kamphorst [67] represents that the total volume of depressions increases at first but is stabilised with increasing grid size.
The mean filter did not change the representation of depressions or the values of depression variables excessively, because in the flood risk management perspective, depressions which are small in volume and separate are not the most essential. Furthermore, the data sizes decreased. Our finding was expected, because the mean filter determines new elevation values based on the neighbouring pixels of processed pixels. The mean filter generalised slightly the elevation values of DTMs. Thus, different kinds of filters are used for reducing data noise and removing small depressions [41, 43, 68] .
ALS-DTM10 and ALS-DTM25 were more accurate in relation to the reference data than DTM10 and DTM25. This difference between NLS grid 10 and ALS-DTM10 is also mentioned by Vilhomaa [55] . In our study, ALS-DTMs included a larger number of all studied depression types than DTM10 and DTM25. Additionally, ALS-DTM10 and ALS-DTM25 included more depressions per square kilometre and per one pixel of SBA. The depression area per square kilometre, relative amounts of depressions from the total area of SBA and relative amounts of single-pixel depressions from all depressions were generally also greater in ALS-DTMs than in DTM10 and DTM25. These results were expected, because ALS-DTM2 represented the terrain microtopography accurately and the generalisation of this due to the resampling process created separate but scattered depression pixels. The difference between ALS-DTM25 and NLS grid DTM25 was the smallest and the difference between ALS-DTM10 and DTM10 was the largest of all pairs studied. The number of depressions was lowest in DTM10, but these depressions were largest in area.
Error Models and Detention Area Survey
The maximum depth errors in relation to ALS-DTM2 gave us a general idea about the differences between DTMs in terms of representing depressions. Furthermore, error models and statistical parameters illustrated some typical characteristics of specific DTMs for representing certain types of depressions. The spatial distribution of errors and the impact of the depth errors on separate depressions were not seen, however, until more detailed visual examinations were performed.
The results of the detention area survey supported the conclusions drawn from depth error models and statistics, according to which the variables of depressions were acquisition method, processing method and scale dependent. The varying accuracy of specific DTMs in terms of representing separate depressions in relation to reference data was emphasised. This heterogeneous quality of nationwide NLS grid DTMs is also mentioned by earlier studies [22, 55] . It is caused by errors in photogrammetric stereo interpretation which are in turn caused by systematic errors in contour data, the low accuracy of terrain elevations, and coverage of terrain that causes difficulties in the interpretation of stereo images. Problems can also arise with the aerial photography techniques available, large grid sizes, different methods used to produce contour lines, problems updating contour lines and the algorithms used to create the elevation datasets. The representation of low-lying and flat areas can be very erroneous because of the generalised terrain representation [69] . In our study, the variation in accuracy was limited by the statistical distribution of depression variables and the results of error models performed. This distribution of error is best described by robust descriptors of distributions as quantiles and maximums, in addition to conventional measures of distribution. This is also supported by Oksanen and Sarjakoski [22] .
The results of the detention area survey were the same as those of depth error models in that mean-filtered ALS-DTM2 was the closest to ALS-DTM2. The impact of filtering was particularly evident in the depressions whose volume was near the threshold set. In contrast to error models, DTM10 was closer to ALS-DTM2 than ALS-DTM10 in the detention area survey, whereas ALS-DTM25 was closer to ALS-DTM2 than DTM25, as also shown in error models. The typical ability of DTM10 to represent depressions as unbroken in shape and large in area in relation to other DTMs explains the above-mentioned observations, whereas DTM25 represented the same as a group of scattered pixels. Furthermore, the generalisation of ALS-DTM2 represented depressions with varying degrees of success, depending on the depression examined.
Conclusions
Our study has demonstrated the effects of acquisition method, processing method and grid size of nationwide DTMs on the detection of topographic depressions and their hydrological variables. This was performed by using quantitative statistics, digital elevation models of difference and error models. According to our study, the decision about the suitability of the available DTMs for a specific purpose should be made based on the demands of the problem settings and accuracy. In future studies with a relatively low demand for accuracy, awareness of the error, its level, and effects on analyses in general is sufficient. In more accurate studies, the awareness of the varying spatial accuracy of a DTM in representing terrain is emphasised. Furthermore, knowledge about certain typical characteristics of available DTMs in representing a studied terrain variable or variables is essential. Field work also needs to be considered. It is also recommended to use the most accurate DTM that computing resources can process. Furthermore, the interpretation of results is recommended together with the classification of variables under study (e.g., depth classification of depressions), as well as setting thresholds for it (e.g., volumes of depressions considered).
Furthermore, the following specific conclusions can be drawn:
 ALS-DTMs are closer to the real topography of depressions than DTMs based on more conventional acquisition and processing methods. The accuracy of terrain representation decreased with increasing grid size in both groups of DTMs.  The acquisition method, processing method and grid size of a DTM has an impact on modelled depression variables. This variation was found to be area, acquisition method, processing method and scale dependent.
• The difference between ALS-DTM10 and DTM10 is the largest. The principal reason was the scattered depression pixels that were great in number because of the resampling process performed. The number of these separate fragmental pixels decreased as the degree of terrain representation became greater with increasing grid size. DTM10 also differed from the other DTMs in terms of statistical significance.
• The absolute number of depressions and depression pixels is larger in ALS-DTM10 and ALS-DTM25 than in DTM10 and DTM25. This is a consequence of the resampling process of ALS-DTM2 that produces scattered depression pixels.
• The mean filtering of ALS-DTM2 focuses on the small and shallow depressions, and is thus suitable for detection of water detention areas in flood risk management. 
